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Starburst Slot �� Free Spins Offers. Starburst slot is a casino game that is both visually attractive and

easy to understand. It’s not surprising that it’s the most popular online slot game on the internet. Starburst
online slots are now available throughout Canada as NetEnt has made its games available to all

Canadians. » See below for online casinos offering Starburst for Canadians. Starburst is a popular slot
game, so you’ll find plenty of top casinos offering no-deposit spins for it! Free Spins Offers. No Deposit

Free Spins. No Deposit Money. New Casinos. Exclusive Offers. Most Spins for $10. Most Spins for $20.

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-ch
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-ch


Bethard starburst offer. 199 Free Spins. For Starburst. $20 Deposit + $40 Bonus. Equals 600 spins of
$0.10. No wagering requirements for the free spins. Deposit $50 = 49 Free Spins, $100 = 99 Spins

$200 = 199 Spins. ✓ It only takes one minute. Videoslots starburst offer. 11 Free Spins. For Starburst.
$10 Deposit + $10 Bonus. Equals 200 spins of $0.10. ✓ It only takes one minute. Slotnite starburst

offer. 15 No-Deposit Spins. For Starburst. ✓ It only takes one minute. LeoVegas Recommended. 200
Free Spins. For Book of Dead. $10 Deposit + $10 Bonus. Equals 200 spins of $0.10. ✓ It only takes
one minute. Wheelz Recommended. 20 No-Deposit Spins. ✓ It only takes one minute. Jackpot City
Recommended. 80 Free Spins. For Wacky Panda. Equals 10 spins of $0.10. ✓ It only takes one

minute. LuckyDays Recommended. 100 Free Spins. For Book of Dead. $20 Deposit + $20 Bonus.
Equals 400 spins of $0.10. ✓ It only takes one minute. King Billy Recommended. $5 No-Deposit Bonus.
Equals 50 spins of $0.10. ✓ It only takes one minute. 30 No-Deposit Spins. For Book of Dead. ✓ It only
takes one minute. Spin Casino Recommended. 70 Free Spins. For Agent Jane Blonde Returns. Equals

10 spins of $0.10. ✓ It only takes one minute. 150 Free Spins. For Diamond Stars Classic, Stars
Invaders Classic, Tomb of Ra Classic, Sticky Fruits Classic, Age of Valhalla Classic, Royal Rush, Papa
Paolo's Pizzeria, Goddessy Gold, Rosella's Magical Multipliers, Wild Coral. $10 Deposit + $10 Bonus.

Equals 200 spins of $0.10. use bonus code SPECIAL2000 Only deposits made by using Interac,
Mastercard and Visa will qualify for this offer. ✓ It only takes one minute. 20 No-Deposit Spins. For

Book of Dead. ✓ It only takes one minute. $10 Deposit + $10 Bonus. Equals 200 spins of $0.10. ✓ It
only takes one minute. 88 No-Deposit Spins. ✓ It only takes one minute. 80 Free Spins. For The Trials
of Asgard. $10 Deposit. Equals 100 spins of $0.10. + 1 extra free spin on Prize Twister. No wagering
requirement for the free spins. ✓ It only takes one minute. 200 Free Spins. $10 Deposit + $10 Bonus.
Equals 200 spins of $0.10. ✓ It only takes one minute. Need for Spin New Casino. 70 Free Spins. $70

Deposit + $70 Bonus. Equals 1400 spins of $0.10. To activate the bonus contact the casino via Live
Chat or email. ✓ It only takes one minute. Lucky Dreams New Casino. 100 Free Spins. For Lucky Wolf

Moon Megaways. $30 Deposit + $30 Bonus. Equals 600 spins of $0.10. ✓ It only takes one minute.
Lucky Nugget. 25 Free Spins. For Arena of Gold. Equals 10 spins of $0.10. ✓ It only takes one minute.
15 No-Deposit Spins. For 9 Masks of Fire. Deposit with Muchbetter for 125 free spins (25 daily for 5

days) ✓ It only takes one minute. Bzeebet New Casino. 100 Free Spins. For 9 Masks of Fire, Book of
Dead, Fire Joker, Fishin Pots of Gold, Big Bass Bonanza. $10 Deposit + $10 Bonus. Equals 200 spins

of $0.10. ✓ It only takes one minute. RollingSlots New Casino. 50 Free Spins. $70 Deposit + $70
Bonus. Equals 1400 spins of $0.10. ✓ It only takes one minute. 150 Free Spins. For Mega Money
Wheel. $10 Deposit. Equals 100 spins of $0.10. ✓ It only takes one minute. CasinoDays. 20 No-
Deposit Spins. For Sweet Bonanza. ✓ It only takes one minute. 50 No-Deposit Spins. For Any

Microgaming game. ✓ It only takes one minute. $10 Deposit + $10 Bonus. Equals 200 spins of $0.10.
✓ It only takes one minute. 30 No-Deposit Spins. For Aztec Magic, Elvis Frog in Vegas, Platinum

Lightning. ✓ It only takes one minute. 80 Free Spins. For Mega Moolah. Equals 10 spins of $0.10. ✓ It
only takes one minute. 50 Free Spins. For Wolf Gold. $10 Deposit + $10 Bonus. Equals 200 spins of
$0.10. ✓ It only takes one minute. 100 Free Spins. $10 Deposit + $10 Bonus. Equals 200 spins of

$0.10. ✓ It only takes one minute. As seen on. Starburst Free Spins No Deposit 2023. You can find free
spins no deposit bonuses to Starburst slot game. Unfortunately the number of casinos offering spins for
the game has significantly dropped. Other slots like Mega Moolah, Mega Vault Millionaire, and Book of

Dead are more popular amongs the slots fans. We suggest you to claim one of the Starburst Free Spins
offers and try out the game for free. You get up to 200 Free Spins from BonusFinder (spin value C$0.10).

You can win real money and what’s best: you’re not risking any of your own money! Find the best free
spins offers for the legendary Starburst slot game. Best Starburst Casino Sites. Canadian online

gamblers are in luck with Starburst casino bonuses. Some of the top online casinos offer their free spins
specifically for Starburst. Currently you’re best served to get Starburst bonuses in the form of deposits

bonuses. Here are some of the best Starburst deposit bonuses for Canadians: Bethard: 199 free spins
on sign-up LeoVegas: $1000 Extra Jonny Jackpot: $1000 Extra Videoslots: 11 No Deposit Spins

PartyCasino: $500 Match Bonus Money. All the online casinos above offer Starburst for Canadians, and
you can also use the bonuses to play Starburst. Unfortunately, some casinos restrict the games you can
play with your deposit bonus money (or have some wagering requirements), but luckily casinos welcome
new players to play Starburst with their deposit bonuses. What’s best, these often come with a very small

min deposit. That’s not all, as there are plenty of more bonuses you can get when you make your first
deposit. Slots sites keep showering you with better and better free spin offers if you’re an active player.

Starburst slot machine is essential to every casino’s free spin playbook as long as they offer NetEnt



games. The best part of claiming free spins in the form of deposit bonuses is that you can set the stakes
yourself. This opportunity is a rarity among table games promotions. Remember not to go over the limit

per spin for wagering requirements, and you’re golden. The limit per spin is usually $5 for each spin.
Starburst Slot Review. Starburst was published by NetEnt in 2012. The colourful slot features a mix of

simple gameplay, high payouts, and exciting sounds that made it into a smash hit only a few months after
its release. It’s the most iconic game from the most prominent online slot provider in the business,
NetEnt. Starburst’s vibrant gems and traditional symbols pay homage to the golden era of online

casinos. Nostalgic as it is, its developer NetEnt has still injected enough exciting sounds, visual effects,
and special features into the gameplay to keep casino players excited and engaged. Unlike the recent
Netent slots, such as Fairytale Legends, Dead or Alive, and Gonzos Guest, Starburst relies on being

simple yet classy. The Starburst online slot also features expanding wilds and the ability to win both ways
(right to left as well as left to right), both of which increase payouts compared to similar games on the
market. Simple yet elegant, Starburst is a legendary NetEnt slots game that has captivated the world.
You can try this online slot in demo play, too. Starburst Slot Information. When you play slots for real

money on slots sites, it is always important to read some information about the differences and special
features of slot machines. We have collected all the info you need below so that you can simply enjoy

playing. You can easily change the bet levels and coin value of the game. Here are some basic Starburst
Slot Details: Software NetEnt RTP 96.1% Sloty Type Video Slot Bonus Type Free Spins Bet Lines 1-10

Max Win 5,000 coins Minimum bet C$0.15 Maximum bet C$150. Here’s how the Starburst slot game
looks at online casinos. This must be what they really mean when they say “the stars were lined up”
Starburst’s hit percentage is quite low, with only 22.7% of spins resulting in winning combinations.

However, this is offset by bigger payouts when you do hit to keep low volatility. If more frequent (smaller)
wins are important to you, and you want to keep the volatility of the game lower, check out Mega Moolah.
Game features are slightly different but it pays out on 47% of spins. Sequel: Starburst Extreme. NetEnt
has published the long-awaited sequel for the legendary Starburst slot game. There are already many

Canadian casinos offering the Starburst slot game. You can play the slot with extra spins when you make
a deposit from Bonus.ca. The gameplay is very similar to the original Starburst, so you learn to play the

Starburst sequel in no time. NetEnt made some minor improvements and added special features to
make the online slot even more exciting. How to Play and Win. Like other real money slot games, new
players don’t need to bother with a strategy to win big at Starburst. All that’s required is a bankroll, the

ability to click a mouse, and a whole lotta gamble. Casino sites are more than likely to offer this game in
their selection. You can play for real money with excellent welcome bonus options and try a demo

version, as well. Starburst rejects over-the-top graphics and instead uses attractive traditional symbols
and tastefully done ‘big win’ sequences. Just select the level of play you are comfortable with (those on a

budget should select 1 while high rollers can jack it up to 10), select a coin value between 0.01 and 1,
and hit spin. Starburst is one of the best penny slots online. If you get a minimum of three matching

symbols, you win money. While the yellow gem is the most valuable gem colour, 7s and BARs (120 and
250 coins for five symbol wins respectively) offer the biggest wins. Want to try the Starburst online slot
game before dropping your hard-earned cash into it? NetEnt offers a free version of the game on their
servers, which can be found here. Here’s a Starburst review video where you can see how glorious the
game looks in action. It’s a really unique-looking online slot and the pictures don’t do justice to it. Slot

Features. Starburst casino slot offers a couple of special features you should note. Here is some added
game info new players will find useful. This slot for real money is not unique in that many ways. However,

there are some minor differences such as the bonus round, max bet and how it gives a return to the
player. The biggest difference is its expanding wilds feature – when you spin and the Starburst Wild

symbol appears, the entire reel will be covered. Not only does this complete any winning combos, but it
also triggers a free re-spin, which can win you even more money. Reels: 5 Symbols per reel: 3 Paylines:
10, but effectively 20 with the ability to win both ways Hit Frequency: 22.7% Minimum coin size: $0.015

CAD Maximum coin size: $15 CAD. When the Starburst Wild symbol appears, you can cross your
fingers and hope for a big payout. Bonus features like the wild is somewhat common on this online slot.

The bonus round comes with great value. As it appears on reels, you can even get some free spins
bonus rounds. In addition, Starburst is a ‘win both ways’ slot game. Starburst online slot winning

combinations aren’t just read left to right; lines with matching symbols of at least three symbols running
right to left are awarded coins as well. While there are only ten paylines in Starburst, this effectively

‘doubles’ the ways you can win. Because of this, when the wild symbol appears, it is even more valuable.



One downside is that there are no major bonus features. The Starburst Wild symbol is the big one. The
Starburst Wild symbol expands throughout the entire reel and can appear on 2, 3 or 4 reels. Gameplay.
The Starburst slot machine does not offer the option of betting on individual paylines. You have to cover
the entire reel. That means, when you wager on Starburst games, you automatically bet one coin on all
ten lines. However, this video slot provides a great deal of flexibility for gamers of all budgets when you
are choosing your bet lines wager. You can risk one coin for a minimum outlay of $0.15 CAD, while high

rollers can chase huge scores by a max bet of $150 CAD per spin. Usually, you need to decide how
much you wager per bet line. On the other hand, it’s almost too easy to bet your entire bankroll in a single

go. When playing Starburst slots, always ensure you are betting an amount you are comfortable with
before you spin the reels. Given there are so many betting levels on Starburst games, responsible
gaming is crucial when you play for real money. The Starburst online slot game does lack one key

feature. game does lack one key feature. Unlike most slot games, scatter symbols are absent from
Starburst slots. Even when you take out all the video slots from the equation, this is still quite uncommon.
This contributes to its low hit frequency, and it also means no free spin rounds. Bummer. Starburst Free

Spins on Mobile. Canadian online gaming lovers who like to play on the go will be pleased to learn
Starburst has a NetEnt Touch version. This allows any supporting mobile casinos to offer Starburst to

customers who prefer to play a mobile slot on their phone or tablet. The following mobile devices support
NetEnt Touch, and therefore, Starburst: All iOS devices (e.g. iPad, iPhone, etc.) All Android devices
(e.g. Samsung, Huawei, LG, etc.) All Windows devices (Microsoft, Acer, Alcatel, etc.) NetEnt Touch

games used to only run on iOS devices, but a working version was developed for Android soon after. A
few years later, support for phones & tablets running Windows OS was added. Essentially, almost any
mobile device on the market (apart from Blackberry-powered devices) should be able to run Starburst.

Canadians can’t find a real-money Starburst app in the Google Play Store or Apple’s App Store. This is
because Canadians don’t have gambling apps for global online casino games or casinos available.
Conclusion: Best Starburst Casino of 2023. Currently, Bethard Casino is the best option for players

looking to play Starburst slot game. You get up to 199 bonus spins without wagering requirements. An
increasing number of new online casino Canada have the Starburst slot in their game selection. You can
use the welcome bonus offers to play Starburst for real money. Last updated: 2023/02/28. FAQ. What is

the best Starburst Casino? Right now the best Starburst casino is Betsafe Casino. They’ve got the
quickest mobile platform online, and offer some of the biggest casino bonuses in Canada. From
Bonus.ca, you’ll get instant 30 no-deposit free spins right on sign up. How much can I win playing

Starburst? 50,000 coins are the most you can win in one Starburst spin. A budget player playing on level
1 with minimal coin value (0.01) will net $750 from nailing the ultimate spin (15 BAR symbols). What's
Starburst's return to player percentage? Starburst returns 96.09% of all wagered funds to players over

the long run. In the short run, though, hot and cold streaks can produce huge winning sessions and
extended losing streaks that depart from the expected value. Is there a progressive jackpot in Starburst?

No, Starburst is not a progressive jackpot game. If you want to chase after a life-changing score, play
games like Mega Moolah. What’s the maximum bet in Starburst slot? $150 CAD is the most you can bet
while playing Starburst. To do this, max out your playing level (10) and your coin value (1.00) – good luck!

Senior Editor at Bonus.ca. Shallyn is the senior editor at BonusFinder Canada and a leading industry
expert in casinos and casino games. Shallyn uses her industry experience and design expertise to

provide in-depth reviews and ratings of Canadian casinos and bonuses. 
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